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The purpose: of this report is to present an economic 

evaluation on an enterprise involving the mining,beneficiating, and 

shipping of iron ore from the deposits of the Duncan Lake area in Quebec 

to the world markets, 

pellets. 1ibst of the report deals with the former because there is a big 

demand today for high-grate= concentrates for the purpose of producing self-

fluxing sinter., a material that is becoming increasingly popular among 

blast-furnace operators during the .►ast - decade. Concentrates have the. 

additional advantage in that a substantial saving in the capital invest- 

ment of the enterprise can be made since the. pelletizing plant is a major 

item in the construction costs. On the other hand, if the necessary funds 

can ` be raised for plant , construction, pellets have the advantage over con-

centrates in that greater profits can be made due to a higher grade of 

product because of lower moisture content, lower losses on shipping,. and:m 

a higher ''sielling_ price o 

of production, namely, 1:,0009(00 tons, 2,500,000 tons and 5,000,000 •pons. 

annnally. . These tiriee rates are designated throoghout the report. as P~a 
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Plan B, ,and Plan %, respectively. ' This was`'considured necessary in order 

to: determine the minim='productior. rate required t a make the enterprise 

profitable . 

There are three alternative routes possible for ' shipping 

the csre_ 	Duncan Lake to the market area... TbIse are designated througha 

ont the report as the Hudson Route, the Nbosonee Route, and the Chibougamau` 

Route. A Maritime ` shipping expert is of . the opinion that it. is not un-

reasonable to ship '1,000,000 tons anazaliy"
.
to Ehrape blr val.p; of Hudsou, Strait. 

• 
Therefore, only this route is considered for Plan. A.  - larger quantities 

could be moved through Hudson Strait provide('L a trans-shipping ,port is`. 

built in Greenland or Newfoundland " : so that el the mine ~ s production  could=' 

be moved through the Strait within the period of the short Hodson. Bay 

shipping season. The cost of this port iirnl d have to be borne b 
	

e: 

mining, cony• 

The Nbosonee Route would consist 	~'vi~~, ~b+,s ~~ `e i 

Moosonnee by barge, to a port on the Great' Lakes by mill, an ,+ I ,X1.! 

carriers to the market area in the ` United States. .". However a' } s'e c u-:.; 

sidered when using this route, that at '~.~easi. 1 ,00Q,000 toNAP, â.aR s►1 ~: still; 

go through Hudson Strait ` directly ' to EMT. 	. This route 11.'411 i ar > t~P ire 

an e~.~yep capital ¢y~~p~, in q~ 	 ¢ 	p~ 
	
~( 	~yq~ 	dock e~,tra 	expenditure 	Ri ~ret...~..}. j~~~~ $~~â ~o~~G1 }1 Jiwil 111Sd6i ~~/~~ï'l 	.~~. 

.'.g 	 .. 	. . . . 	~. .. 	~. 	. 	.. 	 . 	.. . . 	~. 

at ilbosonee. 

The C"nibongaarau : Route is premised on the contingen 

that the Canadian National Railway ; would extend their rail line from . ..  

Qo.iibougama.0 to Duncan Like. : This alternative would require the  least 

capital expenditure on ' the part of the, iriniug . 	By this route 



the ore vons.ld, be shipped to Port Alfred on the Saguenay River, and by 

ocetn carrier to markets in Europe or the United States. 

For the purpose of this report, the two market- areas 

considered are the Ruhr district cf Germany and the Cleveland, Ohio 

district of the United States. The present prices for concentrates are 

calculated to be $14.83 per ton and $13.53 per ton in these two areas, 

respectively. 	The corrreespcyaeding prices for pellets are $17.66 and 	.Y 

$15.91 per ton. 	Since there has been a steady increase in ore prices 

during recent years, it . is estimated that these prices would be ; $16.32„ 

$14.238, $19.43 and $17,,,;"~1 per ton about the time that the Duncan Range 

operation. reaches the production stage. Since the report is premised 

on the .;.dee. of selling at least 1,000,000 annually in Europe even though t.he _. 

remainder weld be sold in the United States, this means that the average 

price of the ore would be higher than the United States price, nanel.y $15.46 

per ton for Plan and $15.76 per ton, 	of concentrate!) : for Plan C. 

The stady shou's that the highest . profits would ' be : made 

when Vee product is sold in Europe after being shipped to the market area 

by the Hudson Route. These amount to $2.27 per ton of . concentrates and 

$3.07 per, ton of Pellets 'when the c.ap:ital inveataeet is aunnrti..°ed over a 

period of twenty years 9 and eheni producing at the rate of 5,000,000 

F:i 	profits could be made if the investment Vere written off in thirty 

or forty .-years, bat it is questionable if financing under these conditions 

a.~ttaaa.tive « Laemr prc,f i:s are made when shilsaents are _ nude , by the 

llooaonee or Cleibouganrau Routes and there is little to choose between them. 

Prochection at the rate of;1.,000,000 tons per-ye.ar.,,is 

economically tin.sound. 	There would be aufficient income to pay the 

.41 

anneally. 



operating costs and it would be feasible to rcodaace at this rate for a 

short period while expanding the plant to large rates of prodnc.-tione' 

Production at the rate of 500,000 per Fear is econ- 

omical under certain .conditions, but not all. 	Therefore, it is recommended 

that the plant shouIi be irnilt with a production rate of at least 5,000a000; 

tons in mind. An enterprise of this magnitude would require  a ,capital 

investment according to the shipping route and form of product adopted 

	

$ 114 200,000 > 	$ 142,200,000 

	

126, 220,000 	154, 200,000 

	

147, 600,000 :' 	175'a 60,0 s 000 

K;tt attempt is made in this investigation to recœmend 

that either concentrates  or pellets Should be the final form of ,the product 

made. This will depend upon a large nmber of factors x ich cannot be 

~ai]y assessed at this early stage, not the least of wPii.ch. :3s the rature 
.,: 

of the contract which would be made between the mining company: and any 

prospective customer.  In all probability, it will  be found advantageous , 	, ,, 
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ECi~IuM'IC EVALUATION i3~° THE ?RON  ORE 

.. ~;~4?S~ITS OF TAE ~i~RT ~m nIZEA. QïiEIiEC :..~,...,~..,.~..~.~ 

INTRODUCTION 

This report:: Sas been prepared by L Ut Ross, Metal-

lurgical Engineer of Toronto Ontario, herein referred to as the "Engineer 

for the Duncan Range Iron. Nines i bitted, also of Toronto, herein referred 

to as oDuncan e.~.. The 4purpose of the' report is to present an economic 

Eere.luatioan on an. enterprsse'.fnvolving the mining, benefi.oiatixa.g, and ship-. 

ping of iron ore from the deposits of the Duncan lake area in Quebec to 

the world markets. 

This evaluation includes an estimati:on of the capital 

investment required to bring the Dune=: Range minreng property into 

peoductnon and an estimation ̀  of the operating and eleippiang costs to 

produce and deliver  saleable iron concentrates or pellets : at; a point of 

consomption where the accepted selling price is known so that the economic 

potenÿial of this enterprise can be determined. 

en a earlier study of this type, the Engineer 	me med, 

the cost of producisag iron ore pellets delivered in the market area .: 

:ic~d"wer,, ' in recent years there has . beep an increase. in ' the demand for 

the recent swing t.oaards-.tïte 

use ` of high-grade self-fJ,,Qacing sinter. 	This material is made by miede, 

3 Limestone with the ' ore before the latter is :sintered, rather then m~^ i 

them in the blast furnace. Thus, instead of charging the barr;ace with ore: 

concentrates rather- than ' pellets because of 



  

  

coke, and limestone, as was the older practice, the modern method is to 

charge the furnace with self-fluxing sinter and coke only,. This change 

bas 'resulted in an increase of about 25 per cent in the furnace capacity 

and has greatly lowered the cost of pig iron production 	In order to 

take fall advantage of this modification,, it is necessary to use high- 

grade concentrates instead of direct shipping ores,. 	This has greatly 

increased the demand for concentrates and has accented for the develop-

ment of large enterprises such as those in the Wabush lake, Carol t,ske, 

and lac Jean ne areas of labrador and ` Quebec. Fer this reason, this 

economic _evaluation is based on the sale of concentrates as vell as tari 

pellets. 	For convenience, the investigation in this report is priiarily 

for the production of concentrates, then the extra costs and profits for 

pellets are determined. 

Also in the earlier study, an estimation vas made of , the .; 

-cost' of producing pig iron from. the Duncan Range pellets. In this report, 

this estimate is emitted as the demand for iron is much smaller than 'that 

for concentrates or pellets and, in addition, the cost of constructing 

suitable ; smelting plant to handle  even a reasonable fraction of the anti 

cipate.d Duncan Range production is prohibitive. 

The estima.tcs are maetde using the following method, of 

zfFinirsE,..and concentrating: mining` would be carried out 'by open-pit methods, ,. 

âex which the ore would be drilled, blasted, and loaded into trunks for 

.transporting txm' a centrally located crushing and concentrating plant. :; Con- 

core-rat.13,4 v+ot23,d be carried out by convrer, L ionscl. methods of cruxshin ,, grit. ~ a 

and magnetic ; concentration. 

r•k 
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There are three potential routes to move the ore froia 

Duncan Lake to the world markets. 	The first route would be to ship 

the concentrates to Fort George on James Ray where it would be loaded -in 

ships and transported to ports in Europe or the Eastern United States. 

This is referred to as the Hudson Route. 	The second alternative would 

be to move the concentrates by barge to Moosonee and then by existing 

railroads to either Iiiichipi.coten Harbour on Lake Superior or to Parry 

sound on Georgian Bay whence it would be shipped to the Great lakes 

industrial areas by lake carrier. 	This is designated as the Hoosonee 

Route. The third suggested route would be provided by the extension of 

the railroad north from Chi.bougamaxz to Duncan lake so that the concentrates 

could be moved by rail all the way from the mine to Port Alfred on the 

Saguenay River. 	This is called the Chibougaman Route. 

Because the Hudson Route is the cheapest 9 it is assumed 

that at least J1,0000006-tons annually would be shipped out this way regard-

less of whether either of the other two routes is used for the reara.ir; g 

production. 

Inasmuch as the costs of production to be obtained will 

depend to a large extent upon the size of the operation, it is felt that 

a more complete picture can be obtained only if the cost estimates are 

based on three different rates of production; namely, 1,000,000, 2,500,0008 

and 5,000,000 tons of cencentrates annually. 	These three operations are 

referred to throughout this report as Plan A, Plan B, and Plan C, respectively. 

	 tw..._.rma.. 

~ 
All *tons" shvw ,itt ~~a report are gross tons of 2240 pouads each, 

unless otherwwi:ae'spec3 fiesi. 



The scheme developed to show the economic potential of. 

this enteorise as follows: the capital.; cost for the mine - plant and other 

facilities necessary for the production of concentrates is estimated in 

Section Two. 	A description of these facilities is given in Section One. 

In Section Three, the operating costs for producing the Concentrates is 

determined up to the point where the coacentrates are loaded on board 

ship at Fort George. 	All possible -ways of ship*ping the product to the 

markets are considered in Section Four and. the shipping costs for each 

possible way are determined. . In Section Five, the probable selling  price 

of the concentrates and pellets is calcula.ted and in Section Six the econ—

omic ' potential is determined from .- the estimated selling  prices and costs. 



SECTION ONE 

7mSCRIPTION OF PLANT FACIx,ITTRs 

Fve- conRenience in describing the plant facilities, the 

basic plant can be davio:ed into four parts: tha mining plant, the crushing 

plant, the concentrator, and the power plant. 	Before these facilities 

can be described in detail it is necessary to mention a few important 

factors about the Duncan Range orebody. 	The geology of the range  has 

been fully described by Dr. W. N. Ingham, Consulting Geologist, and the 

following data ' are taken from his . report of 18th November  1958. 

DDNC/eN RANGE IRON~4PtE DEPOSITS . 

The Duncan Range iron-ore deposits are located in the. 

south-western section of the Ungava District of Northern Quebec. 	They 

cover the eastern end of Duncan Lake. 	This lake is 475 feet above sea 

level, and is located about 60 miles in an easterly direction from Fort 

George, a Hudson Bay Company's post on James Bay. 	The location can be 

clearly seen on the map which accompanies this report. 	The iron deposits :. 

extent over a distance of fifteen miles. For classification they are 

divided into six main orebodiespli signated No. 1 to No, 6. Four of these 

lie along a general northern belt of iron formation and two, Noe 5 and No.6, 

are part of a southern belt. 	The No. 1 and No.. 2 orebodies constitute 	an 

iron-bearing horizon traced continuously for a length of nine miles but 

only the sections of length that are over 100 feet wide are classified as ore. 
~~ , 



At one point, No. 1 orebody is 1300 feet vide. 	This orebody is the 

biggest of the six and it is likely that mining would begin on it. 

The Noo 1 orebody is divided into a north and a south 

band; the former is estimated to contain 608,000 tons per vertical foot 

with an average width of 400 feet, while the latter conta':!̀ns 654,000 tons 

per vertical foot with an average width of 600 feet„ If the ore, persists 

to depths, as is expected from the geological nature of the deposit, and 

if open-pit mining is carried out to a depth of 600 feet which is the 

average width of the south band, then nearly 400,000,000 tons of ore are 

available in this south band of No. 1 orebody, alone. 	Should the ore 

not persist to the depths expected, the exploitation of the north band of 

No. Zs or any of the other orebodxes, wi.l.l assure an adequate supply of 

ore,- 	Therefore, for the purposes of this report, it is assumed that all 

of the ore will come from No, 1 orebody. 

Metallurgical testing on samples taken from Noe 1 orebody 

shows that a concentrate containing 66.73 per cent iron (dry), 6.10 per 

omit silica, 0.039 per cent phosphorous, 0.020 per cent sulphur, and 0.120 

per cent titanium dioxide can be made magnetically at a ratio of concentra-

tion of 2.1.. to 1 and with an iron recovery of 92.29 per cent. At this 

ratio of concentration, it would . require the mining of 10,50Q,000 tons of 

oee per annum to produce 5,000,000 tons of dry concentrates. 	At this 

rate of mining there would appear to be at least 40 years  supply of ore 

in No. 1 orebody alone, which is sufficient to justify the capital invest-

ment required. 

Since it is assumed that open-pit mining would be carried 

~~ 
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to a depth equal to the width of the deposit, it is reasonable to assume 

that an equal volume of wallrock will have to be removed to maintain a 

safe slope to the pit wall. 	Although the rock will have a somewhat 

lower specific gravity than the ore, it is assumed in this report that 

a ton of waste must be removed for each ton of ore mined. 

Figure 1 is a map showing Noe 1, orebody and its relation. 

to lha«;an and: other lskes in the vicinity. The site chosen for the 

crushing plant and concentrator are indicated at a point near the shore 

of Daman Lake  and` directly south of the west end of Almond Island. 

This location was chosen so that the haulage of ore to the crushing plant 

could be kept tv, a :n;,n;nmm distance from the major sections of the orebody.: 

111NING PIANT  

The open-pit mine would be laid out and operated generally 

in accordance with methods now practised on the Mesabi Iron Range, and 

other iron mines. 	In increasing production from 1,000,000 to 2,500,000 

tons and eventually to 5,000,000 tons annually, it would be necessary only: 

to add more drills, shovels, trucks, and ,bulldozers to the equipment already ` 

on hand. 	Shops and other facilities would be built with ultimate expansion 

in mind so that additions to these would be just of a minor nature. Build—

ings in the mining plant would include . a major repair shop for trucks and 

other equipment, a warehouse for operating ;supplies fuel storage, a welfare 

building for personnel and office. The mining equipment would ' include:: 

-,1, .L"a, a fleet of 32-ton diesel, trucks, electric shovels,;; diesel compressors,. 

bulldozers,road~nail ` trucks, shorels,.. and ~ drills. ding machines, and smaller  





Ore would be driLled, broken; by blasting, loaded into tracats, and trans—

ported to tile crushing plant. 

The crushing equipment would consist of a primary 

Screens would be installed to rem.o4P ore 

crushed sufficiently fine from the feed to the secondary crusher.. As 

the ore trucked fran the mine to the crasher would be in very large pieces, 

the maximum  size of primary crusher would be required even for low rates 

of production. Hence, no further additions to this part of the plant 

would be required when expanding the size of the mine a ` For the secondary 

crushers, additional equipment would be required as the production rate 

was increased. 

When the ore arrived at the crusher in the trucks,*;it 

would be discharged into a hopper equipped with an api-on feeder and grizz 

to feed the ore to the ' primary crusher and to remove fines. Belt conveyors 

would transfer the crushed ore to the concentratoro 

Ore from the crusher , vroul.d be stored' in l,arge bins of 

staf¢icient capacity to maintain a steady feed to the co7ncentrato?° over the 

the ore would be fed .to ':rod mill: •wwhich ' would grind the ore to a size 

suitable for the primary magnetic  separators. These units would separate 

the ore into a rough concentrate and a tailing. 	The latter would be 



thickened to conserve water and then pumped  to a suitable pond , for 

disposal. 	The rough concentrate would be ground further Ill ball wills.: 

and then classified in cyclones to remove osersized material which would 

be returned to the mill for- further g 	From the cyclones the 

fine inateria1 would go to the secondary  magnetic separators where the 

final separation of magnetite and tca.?ling would be made. 	The final 

operation on the concentrates` would be thickening and filtering to lower 

the moisture content to about 10 per cent. It would be difficult to 

about this amount is 

net.essa:ry to insure that -there would be no dusting losses during shipments, 

effect ` of lowering the ,. 

iron content. . With 10 per cent, moisture, the iron would be 60.06 per cent 

and the silica 5.49 per .cent. ,. 

The Ingham Report mentions an , adequate supply of hydro-

electric'. power along the 30-aile stretch . of the Fort George River about 

15 miles north of the Duncan Range. 	A power plant and dam would. be  

required to be built on 'the river and there would also need to be a power-

line and access road between the river and the property. . 

As the Duncan Range project would be an .entirely new 

development in an area remote from any established settlement, a complete 

townsite would have to be constructed with all conveniences for the 

lower the moisture to a :lower value. 

presence in the concentrates has the 



comfortable living of the mine's personnel. Provision should be made for 

dormitories for single men, several apartment blocks for families, a 

shopping centre, recreational building, hospital, school and restaurant. 

It is estimated. that Plan A. 'would require a staff of 500; Plan B, 700; 

and Plan C, 1000 men. 

.TRANSPORTATION ' AND COMNiii1NICATIONS  

It is assumed that all materials for the construction. will 

come in through Fort George on James Bap. 	This ;vial `require a 60-mile 

access road to be built to the property and an adequate service dock for 

unloading supplies. It has been reported by a competent shipping authority 

conversant with navigational., conditions in Hudson Bay, that it is not un-

reasonable to expect the movement of 1,000,000 tons of ore through Hudson 

Strait based on a shipping season of 90 days commencing the end of July and 

terminating the end of October, and upon the use of ore carriers' of 20,000 

tons carrying capacity average. 	There is little doubt that this would 

be the cheapest means of shipping the concentrates to the world markets 

and it is assumed for the purposes of this report that' in Plan A, all the 

production will be shipped out this way, while for Plans B and C, 1,000,.000 

tons annually will be moved through Hudson Strait and the remainder by other 

mesxs of transportation. It will be necessary then to build a 60-mile 

`iir ad from Duncan Lake to Fort George and modern loading, docks at the 

harbour so that ore carriers can be loaded and despatched gnickly.  . Stock-

piling facilities would be required for the storage of the ore during the 

season when the bay is closed to navigation. 

-1 



Fuel oil and other mine supplies would be brought in 

byway of Fort George. Therefore, there would need to be warehouses, 

offices S and oil-storage tanks constructed there, as well as living accom 

modation for about seventy people. 

PRODUCTION SCHEDULES 

In order to calculate. the quantities o f ore to be mined, 

crushed, concentrated, and shipped, it is necessary to start with the 

. xshed product to be sold and work back to the ore in the ground, making 

suitable allowance for moisture content of concentrates, oxidation of 

pellets, shipping losses' and ratio of concentration. For this purpose, 

the following premises are used: 

(1) Moisture content '' of concentrates is 10 per cent 

(2) Shipping losses amount to 2 per cent 

(3) There is an increase in weight of 2 per cent 
during pelletizing due to the oxidation of 
magnetite 

(4) Ratio of concentration is 2.1:1 on dry basis. 

It is also necessary to draw up an "operating schedule for 

the mine, crusher, ; concentrator, and pelletizing plant. 	For the purposes 

of this report, it is assumed that the mine and crushing plants would be 
-, 	-... ... 	 . 	.... 	 .: p 
	concentrator' worked in two eight-hour shifts for five days er. week, and the concentto  

and>pol].eti.zia►  g~g plant mould be operated on the bars of 24 hours per dag'_ 

for : seven days per week throughout the year. To allow for _ holi.da3*s, 

breakdowns and repairs, it is assumed that the mill operates for about 

330 '"days annually. On these baseis, the production 

'Table I. :`. 
{ 

schedule" is as "shown in 
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Ccoeentrates Sold Annraallp, Tons 
	

1,0(?09000 	2,500,000 	5 000,000 

Concentrates Shipped Annually, Tons 	1,020,00+0  ` 2,550,000 	5,100,000 

~ Concentrates Milled _Annually, Tons 	918,000 	2,295,0~'!0 	4,590,000 

Dry Concentrates Milled. Daily, Tons 	 2,790 ' 	6,975 ` 	13,950 

Ore Milled i)ai.ly, Tons (7 clays week) 	 5;850 : 	14,62a. " 	29,250 
_ 	.      

Ore Mined Daily, Tons (5 days/week) 	 8,180 	2A,450 	40P 900 
;, 	 .,. 	, . 

OT~ Mined Annually, Tons . " " 	 1,927 y 800 	4,819 500 ~  " 9,639 00 

Pellets Sold Annually, Tons 

Pellets Shipped Annually, 'Tons 

^ Dry . Concentrates Required for  
ing, Touts „ 

Oâ~ 

 
Mined -Annually for Pc71etizing, Tons. 
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When pelletizing there is an increase in weight -ate to 

the oxidation of the .magnetite. This results in a decrease in iron 

concentration from 66.73 per cent in the concentrates to 64,30 per cent 

in the pellets. The losses in weight during shipping are not likely to 

be so high with pellets as with concentrates, but it is assumed for the 

purposes ;.of this report that the weight of pellets sold is equal to the 

weight of concentrates niade. Thus the loss :> in shhipping .would be offset 

by the increase in weight due to pelletizing. Because the pellets 

contain more iron and less moisture than, the concentrates, it will require 

more ore
, 
to produce a tan of pellets for . sale than a ton of concentrates. 

Thus it can be seen fruu Table I that it requires 1.9278 tons of ore to 
by

...._  

na.ke one ton of concentrates but 2.1000, tons of ' ore to make one ton of 

pellets for sale. 

ADU3'rIORAL FACILITIES . -. 

Besides the basic facilities just described for the 

production of concentrates, additional facilities may be required dependirg 

upon the route chosen .for transporting the product to, meyrket and upon 

whether it is desired .to produce pellets instead of concentrates. J These 

additional facilities include: a trans-shipping port in Greenland, should 

it be desired to ship all the production by the Hudson ;Route;: a fleet of 

tugs and barges and an unloading dock at Nbosonee, 5Aoi7i:i.d. ..the Nnosonee Route 

be preferred and a pelletizing plant :Qhoul.d it ba ; desired to produce 

pellets instead of concentrates.  An earlier stiu(4y showed' that : the best 

r 
location for a pelletizing plant would be at Demean Lake 

concentrator. 

a.l,ong, wzth th~ 



,'SECTION-TWO 

.CONSTRUCTION COST .~ ES'JCIMATES ; , 

Construction cost estimates are made based on the facili- 

ties ` described in Section One. This plan does not represent,, necessarily, 

the final choice. Nhen further " data become: available from field studies, 

diamond drilling, and m etallurga a
. 
l testing, i

. 
t will l] become clear that 

certain alternatives merit further careful. consideration. 

.An accurate construction cost estimate would -require `a 

study and survey of the land chosen for the mine, plant, railroad and 

dock locations, and a set of engineering drawings of' the proposed plant, 

As none of these is available, it is necessary for the Engineer to make 

his estimates based on similar projects built in the past. In view of 

these circumstances, only a rough estimate can be made at this tâute. 

At some future : date, . when more 	is~flv;rnmlt~.c~ct is available, a 

closer . estimate will_ be possible. Undoubtedly,  the opportunity  :~or ~b;m ., 	.  

stantial savings in construction costs will be found. On the other nand, 

uistances  will occur where the costs will be;highar than estimated herein. 
 

To some degree these differences will be compensatory so that the estimate 

made . in this report wil.l probably be within plus or minus five per cent 

of the ultimate construction cost. 

Table , II on the following page shows : the c tstraction 

cost estimates together with additional items for working capital and 
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.. 

; 
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~ 

PIAN B P 	C PLAN A 

. 
Mine Equipment 

Crashing Plant and Concentrator ' 

Shopand Maintenance Equipment 

Townsite at Duncan lake 

Road and Airport 

Power and Heating Plants 

Railroad to Fort George 

Ore Docks . at Fort George tancl l~qui~pnt 

SerTllce Dock 

Oil Storage` 	.. 	 , . 	, 
Townsite at Fort. ` George 	 ,; 

E:igineerin.g'and Contingencies 	. • :, 	:. 	,. 
Total Construction. Costs 

Working Capital 5, ' 	 : • 

Total Capital Cost Estiroate, 

EarnedInterest 	~' 	 ~~ 	~ 
, ~ 

Total Capital Investmentc 

$ 	1,500, 000 

5,000,00t' 

500,000 

4,500,000 

1,500,000 

6,300,000 . 

22,000,000 

6,000,0Op 

1,800,000 

200,000 

1, 40'0, 000 

$ . 2,800,000 

8,000,000 

_700,000 

6,300,000 

1,500,000 

9,000,000 

269000,000 

~ 	
6,300,OOt~~ 	̀ 

1, 8002000 

. 	:300,06iQ 

1, 600, t)0i0 

; 
$ ` 5,000 000 

13,000 000 

900,000 

9,900,000 

. 1,500,000 

10,800,000 

33,000,000 

6,500,000 

1,800,000 

400,000 

2, 000,000 

$ 5̀0, 700, 000 

5,070,000   .......w..._.~.~,_.__. 

$` 64, 500,000 

6,450,000 . 

$ 84, 800,000 

8, 480,000 

$ 55,770,000 

220, 000 

$ 2 0,950,000 

5, 220,000 ' 
:..~...._ 	~_ _ ...... 

$` 93,280,000 

5, 220, 000 . 	 ,._ 
$ 60,990,000 

~~ 	5,610,000 

$` 76,].70,000
r.
. 

~ 	9,510,000 

$ 98,500,000 

~ ~15,70090p0. 
_~.~ 

$ 66 600,00 

..~........~...~ 
85,,680,000 

.r.._ 

 $ 114,200,000 

, .. 	

, .. , . l~641~1AN1~1~11ô11/l1116~i ~ 

, ~ 

	
.:..:.. ... .. 	.. ~ ~., 	 "....,: . 	.,. . .. 	~.,. 
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earned interest which must be added to the construction cost in order 

to determine the total capital investment required to bring- ~he mine 

into production. 
	

The working capital is a son ' of money set aside, co 

pay expenses in the production of concentrates which must be paid dur 

the first few months of the ffiine t s operation before any income from the 

sale of the produci. _becomes available to pay these expensesP This item 

is : calculated from, the operating cost shown in Section" Three of the report 

and the assumptioi.r_ that no income is available  for the first twelve months 

of the minets operation. In the case of Plans B and ;C, it is assumed that 

these are really ; expansions of Plan A so that production will be underway 

and income available before . the completion of construction. Therefore y no 

additional funds will be required for working capital. 

Earned interest is defined as interest charges on money 

borrowed prior to the time that the mine gets into production. For the 

calculation of this iteia,, it is "'assumed that the interest rate i.s six per 

cent; that Plan A requires two years, for construction and ltia.î f of the re-

~uired capital is borrowed at the beginning of each year; that F'la.n. B 

requires three years, 	for building and one-third of the capital is borrowed 

at the beginning of each year; and that Plan C requires four years to 

construct and one-quarter of the capital is borrowed at the beginning of 

each , year. In Plan B and Plan C;, ' it is assumcd that., production would' get 

	

--- 	. 
underway at the rate of 1„000„000 tons per year after the first two years 

of construction, and at the rate of 215G.r~0,t'.i00 tons after three years of 

construction. 	This item of cost might be reduced considerably if the 

necessary funds ate raised by the sale of stock instead of bonds. However, 

~!t 



this possibility is not considered in this report because the sums 

required are rather large to be rai.sed'itam 'the sale of stocks alone, 

aud, an : addition, no allowance is made in Table II for exploration:, 

testing, and> other pre-production expenses because it is assumed that 

the cost of these items is borne by the shareholders. -` 

of ore to the markets and for a palletizing plant. Items in this category 

are considered in greater detail in Section Four. 	Should any of the Se 

facilities be  required, the total capital investment will be as shown in 

Table III. 	These extras are not required if shipments of concentrates 
.. 

are arade by the Chtiboagauuau Route. 



TABLE III 

TOTAT; CAP1 TAt INVESTMENT 

Net Including Pelletizing Plant  

.,'.S w~♦ 
upy 
	...~ 

B PIAN 

Basic Plant : (1nb1e II) $ 66,£^5}0,000 ` $ 85,680,000 $1L4,200,000 
Doc!{ itz: Greenland 10,000,000 12,000,000 

T®ta.3.s;' $ 66,600,000 $ 95,680,000 $1t26,200,000 

Basic Plant (Table II) $ 66,600,000 $ 85,680,Q00 $114,200,000 
Tags, Barges, Moosonee Dock 20,800,000 33,400,000 

Totals $ 66,600,000 $106,480,000 $147,600,000 

Iac ud~n  Pelletiziuun Plant 

Basic Plant (Table II $ 78,600 000 $101,630;000 $142,200,000 

Dock in Greenland 10,000,000 12,000,000 
laPftweme••=m..14.••••• 

Totals $ 78,600,000 $111,68f3,000 $154,200,000 

Basic Plant (Table II) $ 78,600,000 $10196$0g000 $142,200 000 

s~~~~~~~Iïoosanee Dock 20,S00,000 33,400 y 000 

Totals $ 78,600,000 $122,480,000 $175,600.,000' 



' the concentrates or pellets to the ships at Fort George are. shi 

Table IV. 

The .'figures shown are per ton of product . sold. 

costs of ore delivered to crusher were first determined per ton of ore 

and then multiplied by 1.9278 in order to determine the mining, costs _per 

ton of concentrates and bg 2.1000 to determine the mining costs of pellets. 

se figures include labour, supervision, maintenance 

They do not 

include depreciation on ''aenemble,'egaipment` nor any amortization of 

invested capital. ;. 

T ea all the ore is shipped out through Fort George,.. th 

operating costs will, be as shown in Table.1G. _However, if, part. of the ore 

is shipped out by the  Chibougan au,. Route, . then the operating costs will: bE 

a little lower because the costs to move the ore to Fort George 'are.` not 

requ:Lred. 	Therefore ,;r for this case, ,; it is necessary to calculate an 

average operating cost and for. this  purpose, it is assumed that the first 

1,000,000 tons wi11 alwa.gs be shipped via Fort George and 



Transporting to Fort George 

Stockpiling 

lciading 

Additional Cost 	elletizingp Mining 

Pelletizing 

Cos~:`of Pelletson Beard Ship ..,.,,   



remainder (1,500,000 tons for. Plan B, and 4,000,000 tons for Plan C 

would. be  shipped by the ̀alternative Chibougaman Route. 

the average operating costs per ton of product sold are: 

.. 	, Concentrates' 	Pellets . . 	. .: .. . 	. 	 ..~...._ 
Pls,n ~ 	 $5.12 per ton (as in. Table:'lid, ` +$7.24 

,-' 	 - 
Plan B 	 4002 per ton 	 6:00 

Many pieces of equipment used in mining and. metallurgical 

operations wi.il last almost indefinitely, provided the usual running repairs 

and maintenance are kept up. ; The cost of such maintenance is already 

eluded in the operating costs. Other pieces of equipment, ; such as dlrills, 

shovels, trucks, bulldozers, 'pinups, tugs; and barges, w33.1.1. have to be :=renewe.d 

from time to time. : For this purpose 9:: a certain amount of money must 

t` aside each year for the purchase of new equipment when required. 

ftnald is called depreciation and has been estimated to amount to $0.25 per 

rise is profitable is to assume that all the invested capital has been 

orrowed at a given rate of interest and that the repayment of principe; 

d interest is made annually in equal instalments for a given 



The calc tions; made ' in this report are based ` on 

No. 1 orebody which has an estimated reserve of over 400,000,000 tons. 

This orebody alone has a life'. of over 40 years, when mined to produce 

5,000;000 tons of concentrates annually. 	The addition of the 'other-;' 

Tlree9 repayment of capital could be made over a period "of.10, 20, 30 

or even 40 years. 	The interest rate is assumed to be six per cent 

and the payments are to be. made annually. Under these conditions, 

the annual repayments on invested capital and the repayments per ton o 

finished product would be as shown in. Table V on the following page 



Capital Investment for Basic Plant 
Capital Investment for Pelletizing Plant 

I
n 10 

years a:: 6%. (13.585,~) 
In 20 year at 6% ( 8,718~) 
In 30 years `at 6% .( 7.264%) 
In 40 ycars- àt 6, ( 6.646~) 

	

11,639,628 	$ 15,514,070 , 

	

7,469,582- 	9,955,956' 
6,223,795 	8,295,'48$ 
5,694,293 

In 10 years at 6~. 

In 20 years at 6% 

in 30 years ; at 6% 
%n 40 years at 6% 

AI3DI~TONAL..REPAYM~~ PELLET:.ZIRdGPY;AtII'. 

In 10 years at 6 
In 20 years at 6 
In 30 years at 6% 
In 40 years at 6~ 



arately from other costs because there are three basic alternative;. routes 

possible :which must be considered individually. 	These are: 

1. The ` Hudscn Route 
2s The'`Moosonee Route 
3. The  Chibougaaau Route.  

The Hudson Route can be treated in two ways: one '*ay 

would be to gather together as many ships as possible to move the ore to 

its destination in the short season of navigation. 	This would be possible 

only in the case of Plan A.D er number of The other would be to usée a smaller  

ships to move the ore to sore ` ice--free' trans—shipping point in  Greenland ., 

or Newfoundland during the Hudson Bay season of the year and to use these 

same ships to take the ore to its destination during the remainder of the 

year. 	This methoi would be essential for Plans B and C. Likewise, the' 

M[oosonee Route can be . treated two • trays depending upon whether the ore  as 

moved by rail to a port on Georgian • Bay or to a port 

Ill order to  Bete mine the economic potential of . the .Duncan: 

Range enterprise, it. is necessary to calculate the cost of the concentrates 

delivered to market l areas in which the sel.l ieé price of iron ore,' is. established. ., 
,.. 	 . 	 .., 

ie two areas selected ` to make these  stüe 
.,> 

es are the Ruhr district of Germany, 

►~ in the United States. and the Limier ` lake Ports of ]Cake Erie (Cleveland 



HE': HUDSON ROUTE 

The Fheineer was able to obtain information on shipping 

into Hudson Bay-  from three shipping co pani•s: one in Canada, one in the 

United States, =and one in England. 	The opinions expressed by these 

people are based partially on their own experience with the grain ship- 

ments from Churchill, Manitoba to ) rope. 	The season of navigation can 

mences about the end of July and terminates the end of October. 	Thus, 

there are from 75 to 90 operational days each year. One authority ex- 

pressed the opinion that it would be possible tp move 1,000,000 tons in 

this period provided carriers of 20,000 tons carrying capacity were used. 

One of the others thought , that much larger tonnages could be shipped 

provided the freight rate offered is adequate to attract tonnage for 

this trade. 	With sufficient attraction, ship-owners would build new 

and special ships for it. At the present time, there are only about 75 

bulk carriers with capacities of 2AY,00+0 or higher, It is understood that 

ships with capacities up to 60,000 tons are being built at the present time. 

The freight rate thatughh  t prevail is also based an the '  

Churchill grain trade because of the competition frac this area. During 

the 1960 season, the ocean freight on grain was at the rate of about $3.50 

per ton f.i.o. This is quite low and it is stated that the rates that 

are ruling are  not economical, and are being subsidized out of shipowner,(  

past profits. 	A desirable rate :fa•an the shipowners! point of view is 

thought to be $6.00 to $7.50 f.i.o. per ton in big ships. When the deaan 

for shipping i.ncreases, `it is natural to expect an increase :in price. 

Therefore, a. reasonable , figure might be the `average between the  two extreme 

i.e. $5.50. 
0- 



According to reports, there is a trans-si1341)111g :charge 

f $0.27 per ton at Rotterdam and a shipping charge of $0.74 per ton for 

the movement of ore to the Ruhr district of.. Germany in Rhine. River barges.  

To the freight ra.te, there mustr be added the cost of 

insurance, which might be $0.35 per ton, or even higher, l'or "- the Hudson 

Bay, trade. 	The s~~ry of the shipping costs via Hudson Strait to 

Eurcipe would : be: 

Ocean freight 	- 	$5.50 per ton:. `. 

Insurance 	" - 	e.38 ~   

IInloadire; 	- 	.27 

$6.89 per/ ton 

If it were planned to move more than 1,000,000 tons per 

season ont through Hudson Strait, it would be necessary to build a trans-
. 

shipping sport in an ace-free harbour in Greenland or Newfoundland. . The 

cost of such ",a port, suitable for the storage of  about 2,500,000 tons of 

ere, would. be approximately $10,000,000, and`for the storage of about 

5000,000 tons of ore, $12,000,000. When these harbour facilities are 

period of 20 years, the capital cost becomes $0.58 and $0.26 
. 	. 



considered because this port would be more or less directly on the 

route between Hudson Strait and. Eta- ape A port in Newfoundland ` Would 

be farther away from Fort George, and, furthermore, the length of the 

trip to Europe would be greatly increased. 	It is estimated  that the ap 

proximate distance from  Fort George to Greenland is 1650 miles and to 

Europe,' 3800 miles. If the total freight rate to Rotterdam is assomed 

to be $5.50 f.i.o. per ton, then. on this basis, the estimated freight 

from Fort George to Greenland would be $3.00 per ton; and from Greenland 

to Rotterdam,; $2.50 per ton. 9n additional cost involved would be 

for trans-&zipping and stockpiling at Greenland, trans-shipping at 

Rotterdam and the Rhine River barge freight. The total estimated ore 

transportation costs to  the Ruhr district of Germany are calculated as 

shown in Table VI. 

Since the first .1,030,000 tons of ore can be shipped 

directly to Europe at a cost of $6.89, the other costs in Table VI apply 

to the ore in excess' of 1,000,000 tons. It is necessary to calculate 

the average freight rate which will apply to the overall product from 

the mine: " These average freights are summarized in Table VII. it 

wri.àl be noted that they vary with the number of years required to amortize 

the capital investment.' 



TIdIATE73 ORE TRANSPORTAT ICU COSTS  

20 Years amortisation 

F,[ANi. A 	PL~N' B 	PLA1~T C  

Freight from Fort George 	 $ 5.50 	$ 3.00 	$ 3.00 
, 	 . 

Insurance  

Trans-shipping at Greenland 	 - 	$60 	.60 

Freight - frail Greenland 	 -- 	2.50 	2,50 

Insurance  

Trans-shipping at Rotterdam  

Rhine River weight  74 ;  

Amortization of Capi.tal  



$ 7e'JO 

7.58 

7.55 

?a53 

Repayments Amortized over 10 Years 

Repayments Amortized over 2,0 Years 

Repayments Amortized over 30 Years '' 

Repayments Amortized over 40 Years 



study was made bg'the Bravo ::of Canada limited on the 

possibilities of shipping iron ore byr barges from Fort Georg!? to Moosonee.' 

This port is the northern terminal of the Ontario Northland Railway. 

The scheme would require an unloading dock at Moosonee and a fleet of 

five tugs and 12 barges" for the haulage of 2,500,000 tons . ,f ore and 

10.' 	24 barges for 5,000,000 tons. 	The total capital investment 

on "these facilities amounts to $20,800,000 for Plan B, and ,$33,400,000 

for Plan C. 	Amortised over a period of 20 years, this  amounts to $1.21° 

and $0.72 per ton, respectively. Again, this could be amortized over 10 

Shipping from Fort  George to Moosonee would be carried 

on for seven months of each year. 	Stoekpilrng at Moosonee would have 

to be provided for. Rail haulage to 'Michipicoten Barbour on. lake Superior 

or to Parry Sound on Georgian Bay could take place throughout the year, 

but this would be at the discretion of the railways. 	The distance to 

assumed that the railways would provide their own loading docks and 

storage yards, if 'required. 	The cost of "rail ' freight is estimated t 

be one cent per ton/mile. 

For purposes of comparison ..ne shipping; costs by the: 

two alternative routes on the Great lakes to Cleveland, Ohio, are 

culated 	FromMichipicoten to Cleveland, the rate is $1 80, -Idail~ 

from 

 

Georgian Bay, the rate is $1.00 per ton. 



Cleveland 'by the Moosonee Route is as 'shown in Table VIII. 

It will be noted that the costs through Michipicoten ` 

Harbour are - the lower. ; It is : highly likely that the. Ontario Northland 

Railway would lower their rate to meet this competition. %nerefore,:only 

th e lower -- r_rtation cost figures are used throughout the. remainder - 	-~sa.,~.ü 

It is again necessary to average the transporation costs 

view of the fact that part of the production *ill go to Eirope 

Hudson. Route and only the remainder will be ;'shipped in the Untied States 

s►imnary of these average costs is shown 3n 

The possibility of shipping 

om Duncan lake to Port Alfred on the Saguenay River is subject -to the 

se that the Canadian National Railways 

Chibouga auto Duncan Lake.. The total distance would be 540 miles 

from Duncan lake to Port Alfred. 	There are good indications that this 

possibility might develop since there are other mining properties ii the 

same area tbat' worad be served bg this ;rai.lroad. .'. Its construction  also 

aa s the support of the -Quebec Government. 

e with the original premises made for this study, 

~~~ A) would still be .shipped via the Hudson. Route; 



Barge Costs, Fort- George.  to Moosonee 

[Tnl(lading and : Stockpi] iiig at.:Moosonee 



Repayments Amortized over 10 Years 	$ 8.21 	$ 7.95 

Repayments Amortized. over 20 Years 	 ?.80  



leaving 1, 500, 0O0 tons in Plan B and 4,000,000 tons in . Plan C " to , be 

at Port Alfred and no farther capital': investment is re-P 

The freight rate from: Port , Alfred to Rotterdam is anticipated 

same' as . from Greenland. 

'toCleveland is 

$0.54 for:;the ; `St.: Lawrence . Seaway . 

The`. freight rate from Port Alfred 

estimated to be $2454~ per ton; ~~iàich includes a toll of 

Oax .these;' bases, the transportation 
..,.:. 	, 	 : 	,; 	, 

costs for the `: Chilbougamau Route are ` shown 111' `,Cu'il5le: S. 

the average transportation 



District 	̀Bveiand,: Ohio 
Germany ` 	':United States  

Trans—shipping or Unloading  

ine. River Freight 	 .74 
._., 	 ,. 	. 	 . 

Insurance :' 	 ; '' .03 

ESTIMATED 'ORE TItAT1SE'ORATiOId 'COSTS 



'1 

SUMMARY OF  AVERACi CONCENTRATION COSTS 



district is established by the American Iron Ore Association. From 

their figures, published in the 29th December 1960 issue of .Iron Age, 

7the value of concentrates containing 60.06 per cent iron natural is 

calerclated to be $13.53 per ton at the rail of the vessel at the 'bower `. 

take 'ports and the value of pellets containing 64.30 per cent iron natural 

be $15.91 per ton. 

The European selling price- 	- subject , 

is not so easy International ;rtn o bersie to determine. 	The N.V.iJ.g 	... Ertshandel  
of Rotterdam are of the opinion that a price per unit of iron of $0021 
- 	 . 

	*his- to $0.23 may be`: considered as reasonable at ;tlus aa7axne, x4t°. ' Rickey and 

Company A.G. of Essen report that the Ruhr works bought Nalmberget pellets ; 

ram ; Sweden, analyzing 68.85 to 69.20 per cent iron, at a .top' price o 

$0.2738 per unit cf iron c.i.f. 	They feel that, for a long—term , contract, 

prices in the vicinity of $0.2510 per unit of iron might be possible. 

Actual Ruhr district prices, quoted in 1957, which are 

considered to be a good gauge for future long terne, contracts, were 

fro~ a knowledge of the chalr`Cter3`> %:` rt ~~` 4 .. ~°° -pus ores named in . 	,   ' 	 ~ , ,, f 
	 ,....--_•^~^„`~ 

this Table; it may ,be be . cone ~W#'~ : 	~:~.,mi.t price of ,$0 0 2468 for Syd~ ~ , .    

ranger concentrates, . whzci are aisu. r. 3.n a13..respects to the concentrates 



Brazilian ~ 67.3 	~ 0.3525 	$ 23.73. 	;:68. 

TAIbraA;,e- 	 58 	5205 	 .2929 
	

15. 51 

Mndian 	 58 	574;5 ' 	.3055 	17.54• 

Iiaxembour.g 	 25 . 	.221i06 	',' 	.1998 	4050 

Wabana 	 51 .. . `' :0,'.. ' . . 	.2350 ; 	11.80 

SVdvaranger Concentrates 	65 	60.4  ', 	.2468 	14.90 

Rio ` Tinto Cinder, 	 60 	49.0t . 	.2350 _, 	11.50 
; 	r 

Spanish (Average) 	 55 	53af 	 .2820 	15.20 

Kiruna D . 	 60 	5!) 	 50 	13.96 

Venezuelan 	 64 'S9PfI 	; .2702 	16.11 

195°C `'RUM DISTRICT ORE PRICES 



and the remainder can be sold in the United States, it is necessary to 

average the selling prices in the same way as vas - done for the trans- 

portation. 	When this is darne, the average sellhrg prices for each of 

the . three : plans ' are as _follows 

anticipated from Duncan Range, is not an unreasanable one. ` This would 

make thé : price of Duncan Range concentrates equal to $14.83.:per'ton. 

and, frwn this, the Duncan Range pellets would-1.eworth $17.66 per ton 

There has been a .small but steady increase in prices 

for iron ores for years and it is not unreasonable to expect that the 

prices for concentrates, and pellets would increase by as much as 10 per 

cent by the time the Duncan Range enterprise gets into production. . 

would make the Lober Lake price , equal to $14.88 per ton and the Ruhr 

district 'price equal to $16.32 per ton for concentrates and $17.50 and 

$19.43 per ton, respectively, for ,pellets. 

Concentrates  
'16 32- gier .torr 	 ---; 



\\ 

SECTION SIX  

ECONOMEC >` POTENTIAL' 

The economic potential is determined from the difference 

between the selling price of the ore and the cost delivered to the point 

of sale. 	The figure so obtained can vary considerably depending upon 

the set of conditions, enumerated in previous Sections, which prevail. 

Table XIII shows a sample calculation of the economic potential for the 

case in which shipments of concentrates are made through Hudson Strait 

and in which the invested capital is amortized over twenty years. Table 

RIV is a summary of profits on concentrates using all the combinations of 

transportation and amortization previously discussed. 	Table XV is ' a 

similar table for pellets. 

Table  XIV shows that the Hudson Route is to be preferred 

over the other choices and that Europe is the better market area. 	The 

Table shows also that Plan A in which the annual production amounts to 

1,000,000 is not economical in itself. However, the size of the ore de—

posits on the Duncan Range is so large that it warrants a mach larger 

operation than that indicated in Plan A. 	There is no reason why the.mine 

could not be started at the lowest rate of production and continued as such 

for a few years. 	There would be sufficient income to pay the operating 

.posts daring this period. However;. production should be stepped up to the 

highest rate as quickly as the facilities and markets permit. 

5 



SA.*KPLE CALCUfATION OF ECONOMIC POTAQlIAL' 

HUDSON ROUTE  

Invested Capital Amortized over 20 Tears) 

Operating Costs 	 $ `5,12 	$ 4. ,50 	$ 3.94 

Depreciation 	 ,25 	.23 	 ë20 

Selling Expense 	 ,34 	.34 	 .34 

Transportation Costs 	 6,89 	7.60 	:,58 . 

Amortization of Invested Capital 	 5,81 : 	2.99 	1.99 

Total Cost of Product 
Delivered 	 $18,41 :, 	$15,66 	$14.05 

Selling Price 	 16,32 	16,32 	16,32 

Net Profit before Taxe 	 $-2009 ' 	$ 0,66: 	$ 2,27 



ENTRAIEE FOR THE SALE 
OF CO NC 	

• 

PER TON OF CONCENTRATES 
 

HUDSON  ROUTE  (Erropean Sales 

Amortization in 10 Years 

Amortization in 20 Years 	- 

Amortization in 30 Years  

Amortization in 40 Years - 	 • 	-0,71 	1.46 	- 279  

	

-1.20 	$ 1.04 

•20 

-1.12 	1.22 	2.63 



woonmmmanaaRgamsmotnanllivaaliZileeitnliaaiiiiainafMMIE:rANEklltgliNEEIIILVSECEMELIZEVIERMIMlatninEEMffmwvaawniogaumwaeagurrammzfie.a......----- , 

HUDSON ROUTE (European Sales 

Amortization in 10 Years 	 $-5.97. 	-0.94 	$ 1.57 
Amortization in 20 Years 	 -2.15 	1,23 	3.07 
Amortization in 30 Years : 	 -1.00; .' 	1.89 .;': 	3.51 
Amortization in 40 Years 	 .52 	'2.1? . 	3.71 

Pi00SONEE ROUTE .(U. 'S. Sales; 

Amortization in 10 Years 	 $-2'.62 	"`~-0022•:: 
Amortization in 20 Years  
Amortization in 30 Years 	 ,59.<' 	1.99 
Amortization in 40 Years 	 e89 	2.22 

CHI-DOUG/PA-AU ROUTE (Europe Ii Sales) 

Amortization in 3,S1.' Years 	 $-0.9? 	$ 0.65 
Amortizat:.:oia. in 20 Years  
Amortization in 30 Years 	 1.61 	2.44 
Amortization . in 40 Years 	 1.86.  

: 
artization ~

,
in

, 
Am 	 10 Years 	 ~1.?0 ' 	O. 
Amortization :in. . 20 : Years  
Amortization in 30 Years  

_. 	. 	 . 	. 	,... 	. 
Amortization in 40 Years 	 1.13 	2,f 



coNciljsioNS 

The present iiwestigation shows that an attractive profit 

can-  be obtained from the mining of ore from the Duncan R.aage iron-ore de-. 

posits, provided it is carried out on a scale of sufficient magnitude, 

provided that a suitable market for the finished product iLs obtainable, 

and provided that the necessary ships for transporting the product to the 

market area are av•a3lable. 
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shipping purposes. 	When selling ore .:  in the United States, there as 

little to choose betwr;;en shipping through Mtoosonee or Chibougamau9 the 

result is about the ` same. 

The study.. shows that Plan A is uneconomic under any cir- 

cumstances. 	The lowest production rate that appears to be safe is 2,500,000 

tons per. year. I'n any event,' the ore deposits of the Duncan Range are so. 

large that it warrants a much larger production rate provided suitable 

markets can be found. 	Therefore,  the production rate  should be stepped 

gh 
 

At the highest rate ®f production and with` hlza°cpean ;sales 

can be amortized in ten years.. Both Plans B and C are profitable 

en the investment is amortised in twenty years.' Greater profits are. 

own  for longer Mite-off periods, but there appears to 

but there nay be times when it would be : preferable to sell 

The operation  should be arranged fou tie shipping of either product. 

big advantage . in concentrates as that a bn.g,  .saving in capital investmen 

possible and the mine:' can be got into  operation easier and earlier. 

There as no` reason why the mine should not be put into 

operation on a small scale at the beginning and be built up gxadnâI1y to 

it can be added to for greater production when desire 



As already explained, accurate estimates are not possible 

at this tine due to the lack of engineering drawings and detailed informa— 

tion on the property. 	Nevertheless this study serves a useful purpose 

in showing the  magnitude of the operation that should be economic, the 

probable investment needed to bring the mine into production, the:;prefe*lea 

route for shipping and the most 'desirable market area. 	With mort:' , d 

tailed : information, a closer estimate can be made and, although substantial 

saving could likely be made an some ,  areas, higher costs are likely to 

prevail in others so that, on the average, the profits to be made from 'this 

enterprise are likely to be within close limits to those ' calculated herein. 


